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Admiral offers the Multi-Tilter and Knee-Tilter models in three

different seat sizes. The majority of people will find the ‘Standard

Seat’ to be a comfortable fit. Larger individuals will appreciate the

increased dimensions of the ‘Generous Seat’. And petite users will

prefer the reduced scale of the ‘Small Seat’. Multi-Tilter models are

standard with a sliding, seat depth adjustment to further enhance 

the fit of the chair. Operator and Task models and Stools are only

available with the ‘Small Seat’. The compound curves of the back and

seat cushions on all models support the body’s contours and provide

lasting comfort. Admiral also features a fully adjustable arm that can

be locked in the user’s desired position.
Generous Seat  21.5 inches wide

Standard Seat  21 inches wide

Small Seat  20 inches wide 

Admiral offers the right size for everyone! Multiple seat widths and back    

sizes provide a custom fit and personalized comfort for all body types.

9552-3
High Back & Standard Seat Multi-Tilter 

9553-3
High Back & Generous Seat Multi-Tilter 



AdmiralTM 

Height adjustable arms move up and
down to fit a wide range of body sizes
and seating positions.

Standard with Vari‐Width (WA)
adjustable arm extensions.

Armcaps are soft-to-the-touch, self
skinned urethane (SSU) and are depth
adjustable (forward and backward).
The armcaps slide over the top of the
seat to narrow the space between 
the arms. 

Armcaps also articulate inwards and
outwards by 15 degrees. The sliding
and depth adjustment movements are
activated by a push button embedded
in the armcap for easy access. 

9562-3
Medium Back & Standard Seat Multi-Tilter 

9563-3
Medium Back & Generous Seat Multi-Tilter 
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9572-3
Low Back & Standard Seat Multi-Tilter 

9571-3
Low Back & Small Seat Multi-Tilter 

Vertical rachet back height adjustment
of 5 ¼", standard on all models
(except task chairs, arm chairs and
side chairs). Back support upright is 
3" wide for extra strength.

Side activated seat depth adjustment
(MD) standard on Multi‐Tilters and
optional on Knee‐Tilters. 

Soft Descent pneumatic cylinder on all
models (except HD 24HR Multi Shift
models, arm chairs or side chairs).

Standard seat foam is triple layer
construction composed of varying
densities to create a supportive and
comfortable seating experience. 
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Compound curved back to
match body shape.

Adjustable and lockable push
button operated, self skinned
Urethane armcap (G5). Slides

over top of the seat,
articulates inward and

outward and moves forward
and backward.

Five-legged, injection
moulded, fibreglass reinforced

black nylon spider base.

Side activated seat depth
adjustment (MD) standard on
Multi-Tilters and optional on

Knee-Tilters.

Adjustable sliding arm width
extensions (WA).

Height adjustable arms.

Vertical back height ratchet
adjustment of 5 ¼".

Back support upright is 3"
wide for extra strength.

Standard seat foam is triple
layer construction composed
of varying densities to provide
superior support and lasting
comfort.

Soft Descent pneumatic
cylinder provides a smooth
height adjustment.

Features

Multi-Tilter
Independent, infinite position back
angle adjustment. Infinite position
tilt‐lock control. Infinitely adjustable
seat angle incline. Sliding seat depth
adjustment (MD). 

Knee-Tilter
Independent, infinite position 
back angle adjustment, infinite
position tilt‐lock control, tilt‐tension
adjustment. Optional sliding seat
depth adjustment (MD). 

Operator
Single lever seat and back angle
adjust independently of each other
with infinite position lock control.

Task
Fixed back. Manual seat depth
adjustment. 
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Clear, Protective Edge Bumper
Clear, protective edge bumper around
the perimeter of the back prevents
damage from impact with furniture.

Heavy Duty Tilt‐Tension Adjustment
Heavy duty, tilt‐tension adjustment to
match user weight. Heavy duty, double
clutch, tilt-lock control.  

Ultracell High Density Foam
Seat cushion made with Ultracell 
high density (HD) and high resilient
(HR) foam.

Heavy Duty Gas Lift
Special heavy duty gas lift on all 24hr
models provides up to 350lb weight
capacity. Certified for 24hr use.

Height and width adjustable
“T” arms with soft touch

self‐skinned urethane ultimate
adjustable lockable arm (G5). 

Clear, protective edge bumper.

Heavy Duty Tilt tension adjustment
to match user weight.

Five‐legged, injection molded,
fiberglass reinforced nylon

Black spider base.

3 inch wide back uprights,
with 5 ¼ inches of back 
height adjustment.

Utracell high density (HD),
highly resilient (HR) foam.

Heavy duty double clutch
tilt‐lock control.

Heavy Duty pneumatic seat
height adjustment.

24 hour multi-tilter models built for multi‐

shift use, seven days a week, three shifts 

a day environments. Active user weight

capacity on this HD model is up to 350 lbs.

TS9562-3
Medium Back & Standard Seat Multi-Tilter HD 


